FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Veraplan Awarded Ireland Army Community Hospital Project at Fort Knox

SAINT LOUIS, MO, November 8, 2010: Veraplan, LLC today announced is has been awarded a project for the 462,000 sq ft Ireland Army Community Hospital at Fort Knox. Veraplan will procure all drawings, re-image them and create a searchable digital index so the drawings are legible and easily located. They will also complete their VREF (Virtual Reference for Engineering and Facilities) process, which will provide the facility with a continuous CAD floor plan.

Commenting on the project, Bud Tilley, President of Veraplan, said, “We are pleased that the Ireland Army Community Hospital has chosen Veraplan to assist them with this process.” Mr. Tilley continued, “The project recognizes the value of integrating the old construction drawings with the new ones and the efficiencies and savings gained from having an accurate, digital set of drawings representative of how the hospital is constructed today.”

The project will begin in late October 2010 and be completed in March 2011.

About Veraplan, LLC

Veraplan, LLC, www.veraplan.com, headquartered in Saint Louis, MO, operates as an industry leader assisting facilities such as hospitals, airports and the government with the management of their construction drawings to create greater efficiencies and cost savings. Veraplan focuses on scanning, re-imaging and indexing, along with the ability to create “As Currently Constructed” continuous floor plans in AutoCAD or Microstation.

For additional information please contact Justin Blanchette at justin.blanchette@veraplan.com.